
GREEN CROCS EAT ANTS 
 

 

 “THE 3 HUNGRY DOTS.” 
(PART 1)  

 

Three hungry dots came across five lines that looked very yummy:                   . 

The first dot began Eating the first (bottom) line slowly, enjoying the yummy meal:  

The second dot, however, didn’t bother with manners – it pushed past the Eating E, 

and started guzzling the second line:         , but soon went Green with a stomach ache! 

Only the third, sensible dot noticed the dangerous Croc waiting beneath the lines to 

gobble up the other greedy dots:         .  It hid as quietly as an Ant in the space above 

the sick green dot on the second line:              then called down to the others not to move, 

or they might get eaten by the Croc!  
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 “THE 3 HUNGRY DOTS.” 
(PART 2)  

 

The three dots were now sitting at various (precarious!) positions on the five lines,  

with the Croc waiting underneath for one to fall… 

 

… and the Croc was getting hungry – it began jumping up, snapping at the Eating E!  

With each jump, the Croc managed to touch the first line with its Deadly jaws:         . 

The Eating E tried to climb up the lines quickly, but by now had eaten so much that it 

could only roll into the space above the first line – it was just too Fat:                !   
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 “THE 3 HUNGRY DOTS.” 
(PART 3)  

 

The dots had just wanted a yummy snack, but now they were in a state of panic! 

The First dot was too Fat to move, and the second dot was too Green to move. 

They could only hope that they were far enough away from the Croc’s Deadly jaws… 

 

Meanwhile, the hungry ‘Ant A’ dot decided to climb higher to safety before eating. 

It climbed up to the middle line, but by now belly was Bugging  him – it had to take a 

bite:          .  Feeling better, the dot climbed into the next space, very proud of itself. 

 “I Can make it to the top!” it exclaimed courageously from his new space:                    . 


